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Glen Simpson, EVERWIN’s New Account Manager 
 
 
EVERWIN is nailing down its promise of 
making sure we always support our customers 
actively in a solution-oriented manner.  This 
means bringing in the manpower of Glen 
Simpson, an in-house product line expert with 
41 years of technical support experience. Glen 
will be a key point of contact streamlining 
concerns, solutions, and support between 
EVERWIN Distributors and the EVERWIN 
engineering, quality, service, and sales 
department teams.  
 Glen Simpson, EVERWIN’s Account Manager 

 
Glen, “After a two-year hiatus, I am excited to get back at it, and reconnect with so many old 
friends from the fastening business and look forward to meeting many new ones! 
 
Those of you that have worked with me in the past know that my strength is my 41 years of 
technical support in all facets of this business. I encourage you all to utilize this experience so that 
we can get you back to doing what you do best, sell!” 
  
Please join us in welcoming Glen Simpson to EVERWIN. 
#   #   # 
 
About EVERWIN PNEUMATIC 
 
EVERWIN® is a stapler & nail gun manufacturer founded in 2012 by a group of American and 
Taiwanese pneumatic tool experts, each boasting decades of experience and success in the world 
of pneumatic fastening. They founded the company with one shared goal in mind— to “build a 
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brand the fastening industry can rely on for consistency and efficiency”. EVERWIN quickly 
garnered recognition as a premier brand for industrial fastening tools. With strong roots in the 
industrial market, EVERWIN has a different take on construction nailers and staplers from most 
price-driven manufacturers today; and with a touch of innovation, its 2017 and 2018 product 
introductions earned EVERWIN back-to-back Pro Tool Innovation Awards. 


